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Studies from Social Psychology

- Series of studies in 1980's measured individual vs. team effort
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Scenario 1: Work Alone Scenario 2: Work in 
Team



Results on Social Behavior

- Social compensation: The phenomenon that people will put extra 
effort to compensate for weaker members in a team 

- Social loathing: The phenomenon that people will slack off when 
paired with stronger members in a team

- Exception observed when every individual must meet the same goal; in 
which case, the lagger exhibits extra effort to make up for weaker skills

- Implications for results-driven teamwork
- What is your end goal? When are you "done"? → goal-orientation
- Is any individual irreplaceable?
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Groups vs. Teams

- Groups tend to divide-and-conquer without 
integration

- Individuals work alongside each other, but 
are often unfamiliar with each other's work

- Their output is like a jigsaw puzzle pieced 
together, but edges remain rough

- Teams differ in their cohesiveness
- Individuals support each other
- Their output is one coherent product

- Your school experience: groups or teams?
Image taken from founderjar.com

Example Interaction of
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Research in Teamwork

- Mostly research from nursing/medical practitioners, sociology, psychology, 
business, engineering

- Models of team stages, team characteristics, quantitative diagnostics
- Common categories of concepts that influence team effectiveness:

- Shared mental model: common goal, shared processes, helps with coordination/ 
expectations/adapting to new situations

- Trust: intentions, psychological safety, open attitude, sense of belonging, empathy
- Interdependence: mature communication, dependability, mutual accountability, 

information exchange, equity in workload distribution
- Motivation: meaningful purpose, impact of work
- Diversity of Skills: complementary skills to ensure project success
- External factors: project resources, company infrastructure, performance feedback
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Impact on Our Capstone Course

- Factors that our class will explicitly consider:
- Shared processes - teams must follow industry-standard Git collaboration 

process 
- Trust/psychological safety/sense of belonging - maximize your social 

preferences
- Interdependence - analysis of task assignment and completion
- Equity in workload distribution - we will measure in multiple ways
- Meaningful purpose - you carve out your project
- Diversity of skills - things you should consider when selecting teammates
- Performance feedback - regular peer and staff evaluations

- We will go over each of these together
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Self-Awareness with Teamwork Preferences (~5 min)

- Go to Canvas course for Capstone, select "Quizzes"
- Select "Self-Awareness with Teamwork Preferences"

- Think about your personal preferences on:
- The type of person you might wish to work with
- The type of work you enjoy or dislike doing
- The type of interaction you would prefer or expect in a team

- Let's complete it together
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Questions

- Questions 1-5 is about identity/relationships in team 
composition

- Questions 6-7 is about work you like and dislike doing

- Question 8 is about task allocation

- Questions 9-10 is about leadership and decision-making
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